PRIMARY SOURCE MEDIA

“It is safe to say that microform will continue to be an important
force in preserving archival and manuscript materials and making
these materials more widely available to both experienced and
novice researchers.”
James Billington, Librarian of Congress
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Demographic and Genealogy
Studies
Census Data with Maps for Small
Areas of New York City, 1910–1960

All of these publications are fully cataloged and
entered into the OCLC database; there is a
keyword index at the end of each “Checklist” to
assist in accessing the documents.

This unique collection provides the census for
each level of geography, often accompanied by a
map specifying and illustrating each small area’s
boundaries. Each census series includes the
questionnaire that was used to derive the data and
maps detailing the small area enumerated in the
tables that follow, along with any explanatory text
accompanying the original tables. A guide, Census
Data with Maps for Small Areas of New York City,
1910–1960: A Guide to the Microfilm, is provided
with orders for the collection.
1160.

1210. 1975-present. 1150 reels thru 2007. Available only in
16mm.

County Records Collection
These collections contain valuable genealogical
records of Cuyahoga County, Ohio, and Chester
and Bucks Counties in Pennsylvania. These
collections include tax and marriage records,
making it possible to trace one’s ancestry in some
of the oldest counties in the United States.

10 reels.

D3492. Cuyahoga County, Ohio, Marriage
Record Indexes, 1810-1973.

City Directories of the United States

D3493. The Cuyahoga County, Ohio, Marriage
Records, 1810–1949

City directories are among the most
comprehensive sources of historical and personal
information available. Their emphasis on ordinary
people and the commonplace event make them
important in the study of American history and
culture. In addition, researchers can learn much
about day-to-day life through analysis of
information on churches, public and private
schools,
benevolent,
literary
and
other
associations, and banks.

S1811-S1812. Bucks County, Pennsylvania,
Tax Lists, 1782–1846 and 1847–1860.

27 reels.
110 reels.
76 reels.

Chester County, Pennsylvania, Estate Papers,
1700–1820
S1821.P01. County Estate Papers, 1700-1810.
55 reels.
S1821.P02. Decedents' Estate Papers, 1700-1820. 11 reels.
S1821.P03. Estate Papers, 1700-1810.
19 reels.
D3491. Tax Records of Cuyahoga County, Ohio,
1819–1869 .

56 reels.

Francis Griffith Newlands
Scrapbooks, 1887–1918

Segment I: Through 1860. 6,290 fiche.
Segment II: 1861-1881. 465 reels.

The scrapbooks, which contain the most complete
and extensive record of Newland’s election
campaigns and legislative programs, are arranged
by topic and concern, including: Nevada politics,
the Newlands Reclamation Act of 1902, railway
legislation, irrigation, inland waterways, flood
control, the Interstate Trade Commission, foreign
affairs, the tariff, race problems, labor legislation
and the death of Senator Newlands.

Segment III: 1882-1901. 1505 reels.
Segment IV: 1902-1935. 5520 reels.
Segment V: 1936-1960. 5885 reels.
Segment VI: 1961-1999. 1068 reels.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Publications
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts is
recognized as an innovative leader in government
policy. All published reports are collected by the
State Library of Massachusetts and published in a
product called the “Checklist.” On a quarterly
basis, all publications that appear in the
“Checklist” are made available.

D3548.

15 reels.

Gallup Looks at the Movies: Audience
Research Report, 1940–1953
Audience Research Inc., a Gallup Poll affiliate
directed by David Ogilvy, was commissioned by
David O. Selznick and other Hollywood producers
to furnish data that would objectively record what
the public wanted to see in the movies. Among the
topics covered in the reports are star popularity,
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educational and socio-economic structure. Rare
materials — taken from censuses as far back as the
1500s — are also included and, in many cases, are
reproduced from the only editions in existence.
Researchers in demographic and population
studies will find this fully indexed resource
invaluable. Those engaged in research in sociology,
political science, history, geography and
anthropology will be able to locate critical
statistical information easily and efficiently. In
addition, businesses, government and social
agencies and town planning departments will find
this collection useful for urban planning. Available
by individual country.

movie advertising and publicity, movie titles,
pairing of leading men and women, and 3-D and
wide-screen formats.
S1853.

4 reels.

Genealogical Notes on Cape Cod
Families, 1620–1901
This collection contains the most extensive
genealogical work available on the families of Cape
Cod.
S1831.

8 reels.

History of the Pacific Northwest and
Canadian Northwest

Segment I: 1945-1967, 752 reels.
Africa, 73 reels.
Asia, 243 reels.
Europe, 209 reels.
Latin America & The Caribbean, 128 reels.
North America (includes 1950-1960 U.S. Decennial
Census),73 reels.
Oceania, 26 reels.

This collection makes available a number of rare
primary source materials on the early history of the
two regions. Many of these texts are unavailable in
college libraries because of their rarity or
prohibitive cost. This collection is organized with
the emphasis on making available out-of-print and
rare documents.

Segment II:
Pre-1945, 766 reels.
Africa, 18 reels.
Asia, 118 reels.
Europe, 254 reels.
Latin America & The Caribbean, 75 reels.
North America (Includes 1790-1940 U.S. Decennial
Census), 78 reels.
Oceania, 23 reels.
USSR Supplement Unit 1, 50 reels.
USSR Supplement Unit 2, 50 reels.
USSR Supplement Unit 3, 50 reels.
USSR Supplement Unit 4, 50 reels.

This collection preserves and ensures accessibility
of valuable information for the study of the
Northwest area.
Canadian Northwest.

20 reels.

Pacific Northwest.

30 reels.

1490. Complete collection: 50 reels.

Segment III: Post-1967, 2,602 reels. Ongoing. (In Process,
Units 1-39).
Africa Asia Europe
Latin America & The Caribbean
North America (includes 1970-1980 U.S. Decennial Census)
Oceania

Human Needs and Satisfactions: A
Global Survey
This survey, conducted by the Gallup
Organization and its international affiliates in 60
nations, presents data from thousands of
interviews that address the basic issues of what
people need and want out of life.
S1857.

Kentucky Culture: A Basic Library of
Kentuckiana
Kentucky, the doorway to the West and meeting
ground for the cultures of the North and South,
played a critical role in the history of postRevolutionary America. Kentucky was the channel
for emigration to the Ohio and Mississippi Valleys,
and is often referred to as the Mother of the West.
History, religion, economics, literature, art, music,
geography, educational studies, politics and
government are covered in this collection.

2 reels.

International Population Census
Publications
Using this easily accessible tool, researchers can
conduct comparative studies on social classes, the
rural exodus, urbanization and global diasporas,
according to criteria such as gender and age. From
this data, users can study the changes and
developments within a nation’s occupational,

1575.

11,995 fiche in 39 units.
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London Directories from the Guildhall
Library, 1677–1799

Official Publications of the State of
New York

The bibliography London Directories 1677–1799,
published in 1932 by Charles W. F. Goss, was the
starting point for this widely used collection. Goss
compiled and annotated the London Directories,
highlighting names of interesting personalities and
abstracting bits of history from between the lines.
The information held by the directories documents
the growth of London over a span of three
centuries, chronicling the city’s evolution through
the listing of streets, individuals, trades and other
information.

This collection provides access to all publications
and documents listed in the monthly “Checklist of
Official Publications of the State of New York”
from 1974 through December 1988, except for
copyrighted material that occasionally appears in
the “Checklist.” Begun with the September 1974
“Checklist,” the microform edition provides
researchers with documents and other publications
which are unobtainable from other sources, as well
as periodicals accessioned by the State Library each
month but not included in the “Checklist.”

1620.

1983–1988.

16,628 fiche.

1974–1982.

527 reels (16mm).

60 reels.

The Making of Modern London

1700FC/1700. Complete collection. 16628 fiche. 527 reels.

This series offers a lively and detailed record of
London and its people over two centuries,
compiled by the city’s most important officials.
The Repertories of the Court of Aldermen and
The Common Council’s responsibilities included
law and order, trade, education, religious
conformity, building, food prices, social problems
and almost every issue affecting the life of
Londoners. Crucial to historians of London and
central to any study of urban history, the
Repertories illustrate all the issues facing one of
the most prominent urban societies before and
after the Industrial Revolution.

Ordnance Surveyors’ Drawings, 1789–
1840
A unique and neglected cartographic source of the
late 18th and early 19th centuries, this collection is
a repository of original topographical information,
much of it not reproduced in the printed editions.
The original manuscript maps of the first
Ordnance Survey present the only accurate and
comprehensive cartographic record of Britain
before the changes in land use and land tenure,
which followed the General Enclosures Acts.
Although a small number of original manuscript
maps are no longer available for reproduction, the
great majority — 351, covering all but the six
northernmost counties — are included in their
entirety.

Series 1: The Repertories of the Court of Alderman, 14951835, from the Corporation of London
H-315.000. Part 1: The Repertories, 1495-1599.
H-316.000. Part 2: The Repertories, 1599-1649.
H-317.000. Part 3: The Repertories, 1649-1692.

18 reels.
22 reels.
18 reels.

Complete Collection: 58 reels in 3 parts.

H-717.000.

Obituary Records of Graduates of
Yale University, 1859–1952

The Papers of Robert Mills, 1781-1855
This microfilm edition, the first complete
publication of Mills’ papers and drawings, is
significant for the history of American architecture
and for early 19th century urban history and
history of technology. This collection expands by
75 percent the documents on Mills accessible to
scholars, and it triples the number of buildings
with which he was known to be involved.

An excellent resource for genealogical research,
these obituaries contain valuable biographical
information, often including the person’s date and
place of birth, date and place of death, details of
his/her education, life’s work and the community
in which he or she lived, along with family
information such as the names of parents, spouses
and children.
D3554.

425 fiche.

S3198.

15 reels.

14 reels.
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Rare Printed Sources for
Genealogical Research: Genealogical
Journals and Periodicals

New England colonies as well as many of the
western states and territories. Its wealth of original
documents and vital source material make this
collection a valuable addition to law, business and
academic libraries.

This collection offers journals and periodicals that
are fundamental for genealogical research. Print
copies of these publications are now extremely
rare. Among the journals included are The
Genealogist’s Guide, The Genealogist, The Northern
Genealogist, The British Archivist and The Patrician.

1855.

The South Carolina Collection
The South Carolina Collection, drawn from the
holdings of the South Carolina Department of
History and Archives and the South Caroliniana
Library, offers researchers a close look at the
activities of the state government, from its colonial
origins through the Civil War and into the
Reconstruction and post- Reconstruction periods.
Accounts Audited to Claims Growing out of the
Revolution in South Carolina.

Series 1: Genealogical Journals and Periodicals.
H-713.000. Part 1: Collecteana Topographica
et Genealogica, 1834-1843; Topographer and
Genealogist, 1846-1858; Herald and Genealogist,
1863-1874; Miscellanea Genealogica et Heraldica,
1868-1938.
336 fiche.
H-714.000. Part 2: The Genealogist, 1877-1922.

15 reels.

H-715.000. Part 3: The Genealogical Magazine,
1898-1904; The Northern Genealogist, 18951903; The Patrician, 1846-1848; The British
Archivist, 1913-1920; The Ancestor, 1902-1905.

37 reels.

D3315. Combined Alphabetical Index of the South
Carolina Department of Archives and History.
165 reels.
12 reels.

D3324. Duties on Trade at Charleston, 1784–1789. 19 reels.

Complete Collection: 336 fiche and 27 reels.

D3313. Journal of the South Carolina Court of General
Sessions, 1769–1776.
1 reel.

The Sabin Collection

D3321. Memorials of Seventeenth- and EighteenthCentury South Carolina Land Titles.

Cities and States. These subject collections offer

1 reel.

indispensable source material presenting the social
and political development of several of America’s
major cities and states.

D3319. Records in the British Public Record Office
Relating to South Carolina, 1663–1782.
12 reels.

5315. Works About Boston.

513 fiche.

D3323. Records of the Public Treasurers of
South Carolina, 1725–1776.

3 reels.

5308. Works About California.

414 fiche.

5311. Works About New York City.

292 fiche.

D3310. Records of the South Carolina Treasury,
1775–1780.

2 reels.

5313. Works About Texas.

248 fiche.

D3311. South Carolina Reports and Resolutions,
1868–1900, with a Finding Aid to Reports and
Resolutions, 1784–1900.

3 reels.

D3308. Records of the Confederate Historian.

Sources of Massachusetts Legal
History, 1628–1839
This comprehensive collection is a rich resource
for research into legal, social, economic, military
and political history. Sixteen key titles provide
information from this period from sources
otherwise difficult to obtain. Beginning with the
records of March 1628–1629, the collection
contains all of the legislation enacted by the
Massachusetts Bay Colony as well as the litigation
that passed through its courts, constituting the first
comprehensive body of law to be developed in
North America. Covering the years 1628–1839,
Sources of Massachusetts Legal History presents
those laws that established precedents for all of the

12 reels.

D3320. South Carolina State Plats,
Charleston Series, 1784–1860; Columbia
Series, 1796– 1868.

24 reels.

3317. South Carolina Tax Returns, 1783–1800.

42 reels.

D3322. South Carolina Treasury Ledgers
and Journals, 1783–1791.

2 reels.

D3312. South Carolina Treasury
Ledgers and Journals, 1791–1865.

3 reels.

D3314. South Carolina Will Transcripts,
1782–1868.

12 reels.

D3316. South Carolina Department of Archives
and History: Selected Collections.

21 reels.

D3435– D3439. State Free Negro
Capitation Tax Books, Charleston, South
Carolina, ca. 1811-1860.

18 reels.
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D3318. United States Census.
Original Agriculture, Industry, Social
Statistics, and Mortality Schedules of
South Carolina, 1850–1880.

Unpublished Finding Aids for
Genealogical Research: The Lambeth
Palace Marriage Indexes

2 reels.

D3309. United States Census. Original
Agriculture, Industry, Social Statistics, and
Mortality Schedules of South Carolina, 1850-1880 17 reels.

This highly important, previously unpublished tool
for genealogical research, the “Lambeth Palace
Marriage Indexes,” helps users trace their
ancestors as far back as the 16th century and point
them toward a broader spectrum of career and
other records concerning the life and activity of
their ancestors. The marriage license records at
Lambeth Palace Library document the location of
18th- and 19th- century marriages throughout
England and Wales. The 34 volumes that calendar
and index these records make them an important
genealogical research source. These record the
issue of marriage licenses by the Archbishop of
Canterbury, his Vicar-General and the Faculty
Office.

Texas as Province and Republic,
1795–1845
Based on Thomas W. Streeter’s Bibliography of
Texas, 1795–1845 (1955) A model for modern
regional bibliographies, Thomas W. Streeter’s
work provides historians and scholars with a
contemporary guide to rare source materials.
Included are Streeter’s bibliography and more than
90 percent of its titles. Many of the titles are rare,
and others have disappeared altogether. With
several entries in Spanish, the collection includes
broadsides, sheet music, maps and proclamations,
books and pamphlets.
1910.

Series 1: Lambeth Palace Library Marriage Indexes.

39 reels.

H-708.000. Part 1: The Calendars and Indexes of
Allegations for Marriage Licences issued by the Vicar
General.
97 fiche.

U.S. Decennial Census Publications,
1790–1980

H-709.000. Part 2: The Calendars and Indexes of
Allegations for Marriage Licences issued by the Faculty
Office.
69 fiche.

Bringing together United States census documents
and publications on nearly every important subject,
this collection tracks the growth and development
of the United States in all its measurable
dimensions. Researchers may use this tool to study
social change and urban growth and decline;
immigration
and
ethnic
neighborhoods;
genealogical data; industrialization; specific
industries; and cycles of employment. It is
organized by year and type of census using a
numbering system adapted from the Population
Research Center at the University of Texas at
Austin.
Non Population.

194 reels.

Population.

303 reels.

1950. Complete Collection: 541 reels (available by year and
census type)
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